Student Projects

Students have worked in teams to complete in-depth projects for:

**Phipps Conservatory**
- Interactive, well designed and sustainable experience to educate visitors about climate change

**Environmental Foodprint**
- Developed an application to input foods and visualize the nutritional and environmental impact certain foods have on both their health and the environment.

**Best of the Batch**
- Worked with former Steeler’s quarterback Charlie Batch’s nonprofit basketball camp to reengineer and optimize registration and team management processes.

Internship Opportunities

Students have secured internships at many organizations and companies, like:
- Apple
- Capital One
- Microsoft
- Amazon
- Boeing

Fun Fact!

One-third of IS students have a second major and half have a minor in areas ranging from human-computer interaction and business to design, photography and more.

CONTACT:
Gary DiLisio gdilisio@andrew.cmu.edu
Brandy Wilson brandyw@andrew.cmu.edu

www.cmu.edu/dietrich/information-systems